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The B-cell architecture of nodular lymphocyte-predominant 
Hodgkin lymphoma (NLPHL) is complex since it is composed of 
malignant lymphocyte-predominant cells along with a rich B-cell 

bystander environment. To gain insight into molecular determinants of 
disease transformation, we studied B-cell evolutionary trajectories in 
lymphoma tissue from diagnosis to relapse or transformation to non-
Hodgkin lymphoma by next-generation sequencing of immunoglobulin 
heavy chains. Patients with NLPHL that later transformed were older 
and showed IgD negativity, absence of the characteristic 
IGHV3/IGHD3/IGHJ6 lymphocyte-predominant rearrangement and 
high repertoire clonality. We constructed phylogenetic trees within the 
compartment of the malignant clone to investigate clonal evolution. In 
all relapsing cases, the lymphocyte-predominant rearrangement was 
identical at diagnosis and relapse. NLPHL cases with transformation 
showed more complex trajectories with strong intraclonal diversifica-
tion. The dominant founder clone in transformations showed clonal 
evolution if derived from the same cell of origin, or arose from a differ-
ent cell of origin. Together, our data point to a significant role of anti-
genic drive in the transformation of NLHPL and identify high B-cell 
repertoire clonality with dominant intraclonal lymphocyte-predomi-
nant cell diversification as a hallmark of transformation. Sequencing of 
initial paraffin-embedded tissue may therefore be applied diagnostically 
to identify NLPHL cases with high risk of transformation. 
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ABSTRACT

Introduction 

Nodular lymphocyte-predominant Hodgkin lymphoma (NLPHL) accounts for 
approximately 5-16% of all cases of Hodgkin lymphoma and has a male predilec-
tion. The monoclonal tumor cells, termed lymphocyte-predominant (LP)1-3 cells, 



differ from Hodgkin-Reed-Sternberg cells of classical 
Hodgkin lymphoma in terms of morphology and 
immunophenotype (sIg+, CD20+, BCL6+, CD79a+, CD45+, 
CD30–, CD15–, EBER–).4,5 LP cells have been described to 
express IgG B-cell receptors (BCR),6,7 while in a distinct 
subgroup of NLPHL, LP cells have been found to be IgD-
positive by immunohistochemical staining (~25%). This 
subgroup has attracted interest recently because of emerg-
ing evidence of shared immunoglobulin characteristics 
and the role of Moraxella bacterial antigens in its patho-
genesis.6,8,9 Histologically, most NLPHL cases show LP cells 
located within large nodules composed of reactive B cells. 
A few cases present with variant growth patterns in 
which reactive T cells and/or histiocytes predominate 
over the reactive B cells.10 These cases are more often diag-
nosed in an advanced stage and relapse earlier.3,11 In gener-
al, relapses occur in around 15% of patients and can arise 
even after many years.12 Still, NLPHL - both at diagnosis 
and at relapse - has a rather indolent clinical behavior with 
a favorable prognosis and there are effective treatment 
options. However, an important complication of NLPHL is 
transformation into a more aggressive B-cell non-Hodgkin 
lymphoma (NHL) such as diffuse large B-cell lymphoma 
(DLBCL), which is observed in 10-30% of cases.13,14 Past 
studies have identified both cases with NHL clones related 
to the LP-cell clone and cases emerging from different cells 
of origin.15-17 Cases with disease transformation have a sig-
nificantly higher mortality and faster progression, thus 
requiring a different treatment approach. Markers that are 
able to predict the risk of transformation early would, 
therefore, be beneficial. 

Here we used next-generation immunoglobulin heavy 
chain sequencing (IGH NGS) to investigate B-cell reper-
toire metrics and evolutionary B-cell trajectories in NLPHL 
cases that later relapsed or transformed to high-grade 
NHL. As the most informative controls, we used non-
malignant lymphoproliferations that can precede or fol-
low NLPHL or Hodgkin lymphoma.18-21 Our major goals 
were to characterize better the LP-cell clone and its 
bystander B cells in these NLPHL subsets, to address the 
question of clonal identity at diagnosis, relapse and trans-
formation, and to find B lineage signatures potentially pre-
dictive of subsequent transformation with a technique 
that can be applied to paraffin-embedded tissue and that 
is robust enough to be used in routine diagnostics. Our 
analysis revealed pathogenic clues in NLPHL showing that 
the majority of NLPHL relapses and some transformations 
arise from the same cell of origin and that this cell of origin 
is subject to ongoing antigenic selection in many of these 
lymphomas. Moreover, the data presented here provide a 
set of molecular determinants for transformation that may 
be derived from targeted NGS on paraffin-embedded lym-
phoma tissue.  

 
 

Methods 

Patients’ characteristics 
Eighty-six paraffin-embedded tissues from patients and con-

trols were collected between 1987 and 2020 at the University 
Medical Centers of Frankfurt, Halle, Tübingen, Kiel, Würzburg, 
Stuttgart, Lübeck (Germany) and Tampere (Finland). Three of 81 
tissues were previously used for LP-cell dissection and 
immunoglobulin heavy chain (IGH) and light chain (IGL) 
sequencing as published previously9 (sample denomination case 

3 = NLPHL01-initial diagnosis, case 6 = NLPHL02-initial diagno-
sis, case 8 = NLPHL10-initial NLPHL). Our cohort included five 
cases of NLPHL that did not relapse or undergo transformation 
within 5 years after diagnosis (cohort 1), 16 NLPHL cases with 
paired samples at initial diagnosis and relapse(s) (cohort 2), ten 
cases with paired samples of initial NLPHL with transformation 
to DLBCL at relapse (cohort 3) and 28 control cases. These con-
trol cases comprised ten cases of nonspecific lymphadenitis, four 
cases of progressive transformation of germinal centers, ten cases 
of DLBCL (activated B-cell subtype) and four cases of T-cell/his-
tiocyte-rich large B-cell lymphoma. The clinical characteristics of 
cohorts 1-3 are listed in Online Supplementary Table S1. NLPHL 
was diagnosed according to the World Health Organization 
(WHO) classification 2017.4 All variants were classified by one of 
the authors (SH) according to the histopathological patterns 
described by Fan et al.10 Pattern A was considered ‘typical’, all 
other patterns were termed ‘atypical’ in Figures 1 and 5. Example 
pictures of histopathological CD20 staining of the most relevant 
cases are shown in Online Supplementary Figure S1. The study was 
approved by the local ethics committee of the University of 
Frankfurt (n. 157/17) and Halle (n. 2017-81) and was performed 
in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki of 1975. 

IgD staining  
IgD immunostaining was performed as previously described.22 

In brief, paraffin slides were deparaffinized and heat-pretreated 
at pH 8. They were subsequently incubated with a polyclonal 
IgD antibody (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA) for 30 min at room 
temperature. The Envision-FLEX Kit (Agilent) was used for detec-
tion.   

Next-generation sequencing of IGH repertoires 
IGH repertoires were obtained from bulk lymphoid tissue as 

described elsewhere.23-28 The rearranged IGH locus was amplified 
in a multiplex polymerase chain reaction from 250 ng of genomic 
DNA and BIOMED2-FR1 or -FR3 primer pools.29 NGS and 
demultiplexing were performed on an Illumina MiSeq sequencer 
(601-cycle single indexed, paired-end run, V3-chemistry). The 
MiXCR framework30 was used for data processing with the 
IMGT library31 as reference for sequence alignment. Only pro-
ductive reads were used and all repertoires were normalized to 
20,000 reads. All analyses and data plotting were performed 
using RStudio version 3.5.1. and the tcR,32 ade4,33 ggplot2,34 bub-
bles35 and tidyverse36 packages. 

Using FR3 polymerase chain reactions, the CDR3 sequence as 
well as the IGHD- and IGHJ-gene segments could be reliably 
identified, while the alignment of the IGHV-gene segment was 
less robust because of the small size of the amplified segment. To 
account for this weakness, we decided to indicate only the 
IGHV1-7 families, but not the individual IGHV genes.  

A detailed description of the NGS and data analysis is included 
in the Online Supplementary Information. 

 
 

Results 

Clinical and pathological characteristics of cases of 
nodular lymphocyte-predominant Hodgkin lymphoma 
that did or did not subsequently transform into  
non-Hodgkin lymphoma  

NLPHL has a high rate of transformation into subtypes 
of NHL such as DLBCL. We investigated three unselected 
subcohorts to identify determinants of transformation: 
five NLPHL cases (5 samples) without relapse or transfor-
mation with a mean/median follow-up time of 16/17 (6 to 
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19) years (cohort 1), 16 NLPHL cases (33 samples) with 
subsequent NLPHL relapses (cohort 2) and ten cases (20 
samples) with transformation to NHL at relapse (cohort 3). 
The clinical characteristics of cohorts 1-3 are listed in 
Online Supplementary Table S1. Patients in cohort 3 were 
generally older at first diagnosis than cases in cohorts 1 
and 2 (median age: 50.5 vs. 17 years and 25.5 years, respec-
tively) (Figure 1A) suggesting that higher age may be a risk 
factor for transformation. Time to relapse/transformation 
was numerically, but not statistically different in cohorts 2 
and 3 (Figure 1B). A clear male predominance was 
observed in all NLPHL cohorts, with relatively more 
females in cohort 2 (Figure 1C). There was a clear correla-
tion of IgD status and transformation, in that cohort 3 
cases were only rarely IgD-positive (Figure 1C). Moreover, 
this cohort included more cases with variant histological 
patterns (Figure 1C).  

IGH repertoire characteristics of nodular  
lymphocyte-predominant Hodgkin lymphoma that  
did or did not subsequently transform into  
non-Hodgkin lymphoma  

We used IGH NGS on DNA derived from paraffin-
embedded lymphoma tissue to investigate whether 
NLPHL cases with subsequent transformation harbored 
characteristic B lineage patterns predictive of transforma-
tion to NHL. In addition to our three cohorts, 28 control 
samples (DLBCL, T-cell/histiocyte-rich large B-cell lym-
phoma, lymphadenitis, progressive transformation of ger-
minal centers) were available for this analysis. For reper-

toire metrics analyses, all IGH sequences including the 
malignant LP-cell rearrangement as well as those deriving 
from the bystander B-cell repertoire were used. We found 
that NLPHL cases that subsequently underwent transfor-
mation (cohort 3) showed NHL-typical quantitative reper-
toire metrics characterized by significantly lower B lineage 
diversity and richness as well as higher clonality compared 
to other NLPHL and non-malignant lymphoproliferations 
(Figure 2A, B). In addition, principal component analysis 
based on IGHD/J gene usage of IGH repertoires demon-
strated a significant segregation of cohort 3 from NLPHL 
without transformation at both the NLPHL and DLBCL 
stages of the disease with the transformation cases cluster-
ing close to NHL cases already at the pre-transformation 
stage (Figure 2C). These data suggest that global IGH 
repertoire metrics (lower diversity, higher clonality) may 
be predictive of later transformation of NLPHL to NHL. 

Characteristics of lymphocyte-predominant-cell IGH 
rearrangement in nodular lymphocyte-predominant 
Hodgkin lymphoma cases with subsequent relapse  
or transformation 

We set out to characterize the properties of the malig-
nant clone’s LP-cell IGH rearrangement to be able to com-
pare it between NLPHL cases with relapse and transfor-
mation. For this analysis bulk lymphoma tissue from 
involved lymph nodes or other organs was used without 
microdissection of LP cells, so the sequenced IGH reper-
toires contained the LP-cell rearrangement along with the 
rearrangements of all other B lineage cells present in the B-
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Figure 1. Clinical and pathological characteristics of cohorts 1-3 
with nodular lymphocyte-predominant Hodgkin lymphoma. (A) 
Age at initial diagnosis. (B) Years between initial diagnosis and 
relapse/transformation. (C) Sex, IgD status and histological variant 
pattern of patients with nodular lymphocyte-predominant Hodgkin 
lymphoma in cohort 1 (no relapse/transformation), cohort 2 
(relapsing cases) and cohort 3 (transforming cases). Bars corre-
spond to the mean + standard deviation. Statistical test: unpaired, 
two-tailed t-test. ID: initial diagnosis; Rel: relapse/transformation; 
NLPHL: nodular lymphocyte-predominant Hodgkin lymphoma; 
DLBCL: diffuse large B-cell lymphoma.
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cell rich bystander environment of NLPHL. Online 
Supplementary Figure S2 shows example plots reflecting the 
distribution of IGHV, IGHD and IGHJ genes in the lym-
phoma tissues as well as in non-malignant controls. As 
expected, the B lineage pattern of NLPHL resembled that 
of reactive lymphoproliferations, while NHL samples 
(DLBCL or T-cell/histiocyte-rich large B-cell lymphoma) 
showed much more pronounced clonal dominance in the 
B-cell lineage, compatible with the repertoire metrics 
reported above.  

We used two possible criteria to define a malignant 
clone. We defined a dominant clone with >10% of the 
repertoire as a malignant clone. A dominant clone was 
present exclusively in the cases with transformation of 
cohort 3. In cohorts 1 and 2, the clone fraction of the most 
frequent clone was never >10% and usually <1% because 
of pronounced B-cell-rich bystander environment. Our 
strategy to identify the malignant clone in cases without 
clonal dominance (all of cohort 2) was to look at the over-
lap in paired samples taken at initial diagnosis and relapse. 
To determine the specificity of an identical rearrangement 
in lymph node material from the same patient, we ana-
lyzed non-malignant lymphadenitis of NLPHL01 and 
NLPHL02. There was no overlap between the repertoires 
of lymph nodes affected by lymphadenitis and NLPHL of 
the same patients (Online Supplementary Figure S3). In ten 
of 16 cases of cohort 2, there was a single identical 
rearrangement in the overlap of the paired samples (Figure 
3). We defined these clones as malignant clones. One case 

(NLPHL09) had more than one overlapping clone; howev-
er, one of those was far more frequent and additional 
clones had similar sequences and could have been sub-
clones of the malignant clone which had arisen from 
ongoing mutation.  

Overall, we deduced the malignant clone’s rearrange-
ment in paired samples from the same patient in about 
70% of cases (Figures 3 and 4, Table 1). This is in line with 
the reported frequency of 66% detection of IGH 
rearrangements using FR3 primer sets.37 To confirm correct 
identification by our NGS strategy, we included two cases 
in our analysis that had been previously studied by 
Thurner et al.9 using LP-cell microdissection and IGH 
sequencing (denominated NLPHL01 and NLPHL02 in our 
cohort and cases 3 and 6 in the cohort described by 
Thurner et al.9). Indeed, our sequences were identical to 
the sequences derived from LP-cell microdissection. The 
characteristics of the malignant clones’ IGH rearrange-
ments are reported in Table 1.  

We found that the majority of evaluable cases (7 of 11) 
from cohort 2 showed a characteristic, previously report-
ed,9 LP-cell rearrangement containing IGHV3/IGHD3-
3/IGHJ6 gene segments except for one case in which the 
rearrangement contained IGHD2-2 instead (Table 1). 
Clones with the characteristic IGHV/D/J LP rearrange-
ment showed long CDR3 sequences with a median of 84 
nucleotides (termed “longCDR3” rearrangements), while 
the median length of IGH CDR3 of an average BCR is 51 
nucleotides. No “longCDR3” malignant rearrangements 
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Figure 2. B lineage repertoire metrics of nodular lymphocyte-predominant Hodgkin lymphoma cohorts 1-3 and control cohorts. (A) Clonality, Shannon diversity and 
richness for different disease groups. High diversity is represented by high Shannon indices. Bars correspond to mean + standard deviation. Statistical test: unpaired, 
two-tailed t-test. (B) Mean clonal space distributions plotted according to disease entities. (C) Principal component analysis of IGHD/J usage. Two-dimensional sep-
aration is plotted according to similarities between repertoires with small distances between samples reflecting very similar repertoires and long distances between 
samples reflecting very different repertoire distributions. Statistical test: multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) Pillai. DLBCL: diffuse large B-cell lymphoma; 
THRLBCL: T-cell/histiocyte-rich large B-cell lymphoma; NLPHL: nodular lymphocyte-predominant Hodgkin lymphoma; PTGC: progressive transformation of germinal 
centers; PCA: principal component analysis. 
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Figure 3. B lineage repertoire overlaps of paired tissue samples from the same patient. (A) Cohort 2, cases of nodular lymphocyte-predominant Hodgkin lymphoma 
(NLPHL) with relapse. (B) Cohort 3, cases of NLPHL with transformation. Each dot represents a single B-cell clone and is plotted according to its clone fraction at ini-
tial diagnosis (x-axis) and at relapse/transformation (y-axis). Dots below the x-axis (gray area) indicate clones present only at initial diagnosis, dots left of the y-axis 
(gray area) indicate clones present only at relapse/transformation. Shared clones are plotted in the white area. The malignant lymphocyte-predominant cell clone is 
highlighted in color. In NLPHL34 and NLPHL41 non-identical clones were assumed although the malignant rearrangement at initial diagnosis was not amplified by 
FR3 primer sets. NLPHL: nodular lymphocyte-predominant Hodgkin lymphoma; DLBCL: diffuse large B-cell lymphoma.
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were found in patients from cohort 3 (Figure 3, Table 1).  
Figure 3 shows overlap plots between repertoires at ini-

tial diagnosis and at relapse/transformation, demonstrat-
ing the repertoire frequency of the respective malignant 
clone at the two time points. While all cases from cohort 
2 shared the same IGH rearrangement as the malignant 
LP-cell clone at initial diagnosis and relapse, suggesting the 
same cell of origin, only four of seven evaluable cases from 
cohort 3 shared the same IGH rearrangement at initial 
diagnosis and transformation, suggesting different cells of 
origin in a substantial percentage of transforming NLPHL 
cases (Figure 3). Of note, in two of the three cases desig-
nated as “non-identical rearrangements”, only one of the 
malignant IGH rearrangements was detectable with FR3 
primers. The absence of this sequence in the respective 
paired repertoire was interpreted as indirect evidence of 
different rearrangements even though one of the 
rearrangements escaped detection by FR3 primers.  
Compatible with the globally increased B-cell repertoire 
clonality in NLPHL cases from cohort 3, we found that the 
frequency of the malignant IGH rearrangement was much 
higher in NLPHL samples from cohort 3 than in those 
from cohort 2 (Figure 3). In four out of seven cases from 
cohort 3, repertoire frequencies of malignant rearrange-
ments were more comparable to typical repertoire fre-
quencies of a malignant NHL clone (>10% of the B-cell 
repertoire) than to repertoire frequencies of LP-cell 
rearrangements in non-transforming NLPHL cases (around 
1% of the B-cell repertoire). This pointed to further B-cell 
repertoire similarities between NHL and pre-transforma-
tion NLPHL.  

Next, we wanted to explore whether relapsing cases 
with “longCDR3” rearrangements and those carrying 
average-sized CDR3 as well as transforming cases with 
identical or non-identical rearrangements at initial diag-

nosis and transformation had unifying clinical character-
istics. While age at diagnosis did not appear to discrimi-
nate between these respective subgroups, patients with 
“longCDR3” rearrangements seemed to relapse earlier 
than those with average-sized “no longCDR3” (Figure 
5A, B). Moreover, identical rearrangements were more 
likely to be found in patients with earlier transformation 
(Figure 5B). In addition, IgD positivity was strongly asso-
ciated with “longCDR3” rearrangements, as previously 
shown,9 but almost one-third of cases with “longCDR3” 
rearrangements were IgD-negative demonstrating that 
these two features were not fully overlapping (Figure 
5C). Histomorphological patterns were also distributed 
differently across the subcohorts, with “longCDR3” 
cases and cases with transformation from an identical 
IGH rearrangement showing more atypical patterns 
(Figure 5C).  

Since ongoing somatic hypermutation has been 
described to occur in NLPHL B-cell receptors38 and anti-
genic drive by Moraxella antigens has recently been 
reported in a subset of NLPHL cases,9 we investigated 
whether NLPHL cases with subsequent transformation 
showed more intraclonal diversification as indirect evi-
dence for more selective pressure by antigens. Indeed, 
some level of intraclonal diversification was found in the 
majority of NLPHL cases with quantitatively more LP sub-
clones in transforming cases of cohort 3 (Figure 5D). 

Intraclonal diversification and evolutionary patterns  
in lymphocyte-predominatn cells from nodular 
lymphocyte-predominant Hodgkin lymphoma that  
did or did not subsequently transform 

We set out to study intraclonal diversification within 
the LP-cell clone/NHL malignant clone (LP/NHL clone) 
clone in more depth in cohorts 2 and 3 in order to iden-
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Figure 4. Schematic overview of identified malignant rearrangements in cohorts 2 and 3 with nodular lymphocyte-predominant Hodgkin lymphoma. NLPHL: nodu-
lar lymphocyte-predominant Hodgkin lymphoma; DLBCL: diffuse large B-cell lymphoma; ID: initial diagnosis; Rel: relapse; Trafo: transformation; LP: lymphocyte pre-
dominant. 
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 Table 1. Characteristics of malignant B-cell clones in paired samples of nodular lymphocyte-predominant Hodgkin lymphoma cohorts 2 and 3.  
 Sample           Disease          IgD        Tissue         N. of                  Characteristics of the malignant clone             
                     status at       status                   unique IGH         Clone            CDR3                IGHV/D/J               CDR3 amino acid sequence 
                     sampling                                    clonotypes     fraction (%)   length (nt)        rearrangement 

 NLPHL01 
       ID                 NLPHL          positive         LN              4591                   0.65                   84           IGHV3  IGHD3-3  IGHJ6       CARVAGAAGRNYNYWSGYWEDYYFMDVW 
       Rel1             NLPHL          positive         LN              7717                   0.67                   84           IGHV3  IGHD3-3  IGHJ6       CARVAGAAGRNYNYWSGYWEDYYFMDVW 
       Rel2             NLPHL          positive         LN              3905                   0.18                   84           IGHV3  IGHD3-3  IGHJ6       CARVAGAAGRNYNYWSGYWEDYYFMDVW 
 NLPHL02 
       ID                 NLPHL          positive         LN              3899                   0.07                   84           IGHV3  IGHD3-3  IGHJ6       CAREVLRWGGSYDFWSNYYEDYFALDVW 
       Rel                NLPHL          positive         LN              3196                   0.72                   84           IGHV3  IGHD3-3  IGHJ6       CAREVLRWGGSYDFWSSYYEDYFALDVW 
 NLPHL03 
       ID                 NLPHL         negative         LN              7690                   0.02                  105          IGHV4  IGHD3-3  IGHJ6       CTKGSIVSVRGSSKYYGFWNGYYGQDYVYYFMDVW 
       Rel                NLPHL         negative         LN              6388                   0.32                  105          IGHV4  IGHD3-3  IGHJ6       CTKGSIVSVRGSSKYYGFWNGYYGQDYVYYFMDVW 
 NLPHL04 
       ID                 NLPHL          positive         LN              4622                   0.27                   96           IGHV3  IGHD3-3  IGHJ6       CAKCHLYAIRGKTYSFWSRYWEAYHYYDMDVW 
       Rel                NLPHL          positive         LN              4202                   0.57                   96           IGHV3  IGHD3-3  IGHJ6       CAKCHLYAIRGKTYSFWSRYWEAYHYYDMDVW 
 NLPHL09 
       ID                 NLPHL         negative         LN              4630                   2.82                   78           IGHV3  IGHD2-2  IGHJ6       CARGRRGYCSSTRCYNGYYYYGMDVW 
       Rel                NLPHL         negative         LN              6014                   3.05                   78           IGHV3  IGHD2-2  IGHJ6       CARGRRGYCSSTRCYNGYYYYGMDVW 
NLPHL14                    
       ID                 NLPHL          positive         LN              4916                   0.09                   81           IGHV3  IGHD3-3  IGHJ6       CARIGAARGLYFDFWSFYEDYYYMDVW 
       Rel                NLPHL          positive         LN              2166                   0.17                   81           IGHV3  IGHD3-3  IGHJ6       CARIGAARGLYFDFWSFYEDYYYMDVW 
 NLPHL28                  
       ID                 NLPHL          positive         LN              8347                   0.16                   96           IGHV3  IGHD3-3  IGHJ6       CARDIYRRGWGKYYDFWSGYSEGAEEYGMDVW 
       Rel                NLPHL          positive         LN              5438                   5.38                   96           IGHV3  IGHD3-3  IGHJ6       CARDIYRRGWGKYYDFWSGYSEGAEEYGMDVW 
 NLPHL13                  
       ID                 NLPHL         negative         LN              1628                   0.14                   54          IGHV4  IGHD1-26  IGHJ3      CARPRAVGATRGDAYYIW 
       Rel                NLPHL         negative         LN               496                    0.12                   54          IGHV4  IGHD1-26  IGHJ3      CARPRAVGATRGDAYYIW 
 NLPHL15                  
       ID                 NLPHL         negative         LN              7395                   0.07                   45           IGHV3  IGHD2-2  IGHJ5       CAMGGTALRLGLFAW 
       Rel                NLPHL         negative         LN              5983                   0.07                   45           IGHV3  IGHD2-2  IGHJ5       CAMGGTALRLGLFAW 
 NLPHL16                  
       ID                 NLPHL         negative         LN              1740                   0.55                   69         IGHV3  IGHD-3-16  IGHJ6     CAKDREPSLIRRLHQLYYGLDVW 
       Rel                NLPHL         negative         LN               731                    2.64                   69         IGHV3  IGHD-3-16  IGHJ6     CAKDREPSLIRRLHQLYYGLDVW 
 NLPHL20                  
       ID                 NLPHL         negative         LN               144                    0.02                   42         IGHV3  IGHD-6-19  IGHJ4     CARWIAVAGVFDYW 
       Rel                NLPHL         negative         LN               420                    1.16                   42         IGHV3  IGHD-6-19  IGHJ4     CARWIAVAGVFDYW 
 NLPHL10 
       ID                 NLPHL         negative         LN               396                     6.,4                    66          IGHV3  IGHD7-27  IGHJ6      CARKGGDPVLAVFVPNFALNVW 
       Trafo            DLBCL         negative       liver               30                     91.1                   66          IGHV3  IGHD7-27  IGHJ6      CARKGGDPVLAVFVPNFALNVW 
 NLPHL11                  
       ID                 NLPHL         negative         LN               675                    26.3                   63           IGHV2  IGHD2-2  IGHJ4       CGHNADSRPAFIDLHKPIDSW 
       Trafo            DLBCL         negative     spleen           1964                  33.2*                  63           IGHV2  IGHD2-2  IGHJ4       CRYIVDSRPAFSHLHKAIDSW 
 NLPHL32                  
       ID                 NLPHL         negative         LN              1091                   19.4                   39           IGHV4  IGHD6-6  IGHJ4       CAGGLSGHYCHYW 
       Trafo            DLBCL         negative         LN               178                    94.3                   39           IGHV4  IGHD6-6  IGHJ4       CAGGLSGHYCHYW 
 NLPHL35                  
       ID                 NLPHL         negative         LN              3577                   1.34                   63        IGHV2-70  IGHD2-8  IGHJ6    CARIVRFRNFLSVDYHGMDVW 
       Trafo            DLBCL         negative         LN                16                    80.2*                  63        IGHV2-70  IGHD2-8  IGHJ6    CARIEIFRNFLLFNYNGMDVW 
 NLPHL33                  
       ID                 NLPHL         negative         LN               301                   68.3*                  45           IGHV4  IGHD1-1  IGHJ3       CAKTSRSVRHAYDVW 
       Trafo            DLBCL         negative         LN                59                     92.6                   54          IGHV3  IGHD6-19  IGHJ4      CAKDIRNVGSSGWYFDYW 
 NLPHL34                  
       ID                 NLPHL         negative         LN               444                       -                       -                                 -                            - 
       Trafo            DLBCL         negative         LN               105                    17.5                   60                    IGHV3  IGHJ6                CTRSAGNRWKIVQYHAMDVW 
 NLPHL41                  
       ID                 NLPHL         negative         LN               113                       -                       -                                 -                            - 
       Trafo            DLBCL         negative         LN                39                     16.8                   36           IGHV4  IGHD1-1  IGHJ4       CARVGSWREDYW 
Only cases with identified malignant rearrangements are shown. ID: initial diagnosis; Rel: relapse; Trafo: transformation; LN: lymph node. *Sum of fraction of homologous clones (see also 
Figures 6 and 7).



tify potentially discriminative evolutionary patterns. 
More specifically, we intended to show whether 
relapse/transformation originated from the exact same 
cell, from a common precursor or from a cell that had 
undergone clonal evolution since initial diagnosis in our 
two cohorts. 

To this end, phylogenetic trees were constructed based 
on somatic hypermutation exclusively for the subclones 
constituting the malignant LP/NHL clone (Figures 6 and 
7). In some patients, the most dominant malignant sub-
clone was completely identical at diagnosis and 
relapse/transformation (same IGH rearrangement, no dif-
ference in somatic hypermutation) – eventually accompa-
nied by a changing environment of clonally related, but 
less dominant subclones – suggesting that the same cell of 
origin gave rise to both the initial NLPHL and to the 
relapse/transformation. This pattern occurred in 11 of 18 
cases, but was more frequently observed in relapsing 
cases (9/11 cases: NLPHL01, NLPHL03, NLPHL04, 
NLPHL09, NLPHL28, NLPHL13, NLPHL15, NLPHL16, 
NLPHL20) than in transforming cases (2/7 cases: 
NLPHL10, NLPHL32). In four of 18 cases, the dominant 
subclone(s) shared the same IGH rearrangement at diag-
nosis and relapse/transformation, but differed in somatic 
hypermutation following a sequential evolutionary tra-
jectory (Figures 6 and 7). In these cases the relapse/trans-
formation clone likely developed from the same cell of 
origin which, however, had undergone antigenic drive 
between initial diagnosis and relapse/transformation. 
This pattern was numerically more frequent in transform-
ing cases (2/7 cases: NLPHL11, NLPHL35) than in relaps-
ing cases (2/11 cases: NLPHL02, NLPHL14). In three out 
of ten cases, transformations likely arose from a different 

cell of origin (different IGH rearrangement) (Figure 7). 
Collectively, these data suggested that transformations 
more likely originated from cells that were not fully iden-
tical or even clonally unrelated to the founder NLPHL 
clone. Intriguingly, we observed that especially cases that 
transformed with non-identical or fully unrelated clones 
showed a highly complex sequential and branching evo-
lution in their initial LP clone suggesting high selective 
pressure by antigens which potentially extends to other 
rearrangements in the course of this immune reaction 
(Figure 7, NLPHL11, NLPHL33, NLPHL35). 

 
 

Discussion 

NLPHL is a rare subtype of Hodgkin lymphoma with a 
characteristic clinical presentation and disease course, 
often presenting with localized disease, favorable 
responses to treatment but a rather high rate of transfor-
mation to aggressive NHL. Its pathogenesis and especially 
the characteristics of malignant LP cells as well as its B-
cell environment are of increasing interest to the hemato-
logic community. One of the major limitations to analysis 
of this entity is the paucity of LP cells in a background of 
normal B lineage cells that impair high-throughput genet-
ic or immunogenetic studies on these clones. For this rea-
son, analyses of the malignant LP cells’ BCR have been 
confined to microdissected cases.38-41 An interesting series 
of NLPHL recently caught attention since it pointed 
strongly to directional forces through antigenic selection 
in the pathogenesis of this disease. This interaction study 
on recombinantly expressed NLPHL BCR derived from 
microdissected LP cells suggested that bacterial antigens 
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Figure 5. Characteristics of the patients with nodular lymphocyte-predominant Hodgkin lymphoma with “longCDR3” versus average CDR3 and identical versus 
non-identical malignant clones at initial diagnosis and relapse/transformation. (A) Age at initial diagnosis. (B) Years between initial diagnosis and relapse/transfor-
mation. (C) Sex, IgD status and histological variant pattern. (D) Number of lymphocyte-predominant/non-Hodgkin lymphoma-related subclones at initial diagnosis in 
cohorts 2 and 3. Bars correspond to mean + standard deviation. Statistical test: unpaired, two-tailed t-test. ID: initial diagnosis; Rel: relapse/transformation; NLPHL: 
nodular lymphocyte-predominant Hodgkin lymphoma; DLBCL: diffuse large B-cell lymphoma; LP: lymphocyte-predominant.
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Figure 6. Clonal architecture of B lineage repertoires and lymphocyte-predominant subclones in nodular lymphocyte-predominant Hodgkin lymphoma with relapse 
(cohort 2). (A) Cases with identical „longCDR3“ lymphocyte-predominant (LP) rearrangement. (B) Cases with identical LP rearrangement and average-sized CDR3. 
IGHV/D/J maps of the global IGH repertoire are shown for each tissue sample (at initial diagnosis and relapse). Rearrangements of IGHV1-7 main groups and IGHJ1-
6 are plotted on the vertical axis. IGHD subgroups are plotted on the horizontal axis. Each dot represents one immunoglobulin rearrangement colored according to 
its CDR3 length and sized according to clonal fraction. A white square indicates the position of the malignant clone. A schematic overview of intraclonal diversification 
and evolutionary patterns of LP subclones derived from the same cell of origin are shown below. The sizes of the bubbles reflect relative clone fractions of LP sub-
clones within one repertoire. Arrows indicate somatic hypermutation. Colored clones are characterized further in Table 1. NLPHL: nodular lymphocyte-predominant 
Hodgkin lymphoma; ID: initial diagnosis; Rel: relapse/transformation; nt: nucleotide.
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Figure 7. Clonal architecture of B lineage repertoires and lymphocyte-predominant-cell clone/ non-Hodgkin lymphoma malignant clone subclones in nodular lym-
phocyte-predominant Hodgkin lymphoma with transformation to non-Hodgkin lymphoma (cohort 3). (A) Cases with identical rearrangement. (B) Cases with differ-
ent rearrangements. IGHV/D/J map of the global IGH repertoire are shown. Rearrangement of IGHV1-7 main groups and IGHJ1-6 are plotted on the vertical axis. 
IGHD subgroups are plotted on the horizontal axis. Each dot represents one immunoglobulin rearrangement colored according to its CDR3 length and sized according 
to clonal fraction. A white square indicates the position of the malignant clone. A schematic overview of intraclonal diversification and evolutionary patterns of lym-
phocyte-predominant-cell clone/ non-Hodgkin lymphoma malignant clone (LP/NHL clone) subclones derived from the same cell of origin is shown below. The size of 
the bubbles reflects relative clone fractions of LP/NHL subclones within one repertoire. Arrows indicate somatic hypermutation. Colored clones are further charac-
terized in Table 1. NLPHL: nodular lymphocyte-predominant Hodgkin lymphoma; Trafo: transformation.
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from Moraxella species bind to the lymphoma BCR in a 
substantial fraction of IgD-positive NLPHL patients.9 This 
is striking since it suggests that an infectious trigger may 
drive lymphomagenesis (and potentially also lymphoma 
evolution) in a subset of patients with NLPHL. The 
Moraxella-associated cases from this study included only 
IgD-positive cases with BCR that share common features, 
such as long CDR3 sequences and specific IGH rearrange-
ments. 

In our study, we confirmed the unique IGHV/D/J 
rearrangement with a characteristically “longCDR3” con-
figuration in approximately one-third of NLPHL patients, 
although acknowledging potential selection biases of our 
cohorts, such as patients with a history of relapse or 
transformation. The major determinant for antigen recog-
nition is the CDR3 portion of the variable region of the 
BCR. The very unique characteristics of this region, 
which are shared between many NLPHL patients, togeth-
er with the finding of ongoing mutational events in the 
majority of the studied patients, in our view clearly sug-
gests that antigenic BCR interactions of the LP-cell clone 
must be pathophysiologically relevant, as reported for 
other lymphomas.42-46 Our present data do, however, 
clearly show that almost one-third of IgD-negative 
NLPHL also share the same characteristic IGHV/D/J 
rearrangement and might therefore have a similar patho-
genesis. Future treatment strategies in early disease stages 
of cases with this BCR configuration might therefore con-
sist in primary antimicrobial therapy to induce remission 
(as, for example, in Helicobacter-associated lymphoma) 
followed by radiation or chemotherapy only if remissions 
cannot be achieved. This may be especially feasible in 
NLPHL, since the disease has a rather indolent clinical 
course providing a “window of opportunity” for strate-
gies to be attempted without compromising the curative 
potential of more aggressive treatment options.47  

We noted a higher occurrence of atypical variant pat-
terns in cases with relapse and transformation, which is 
in line with previous studies.3,10 However, given the long 
time until relapse/transformation in a substantial fraction 
of cases, we cannot exclude the possibility of future 
recurrences in cohort 1, despite the mean follow-up of 16 
years.  

From a diagnostic perspective, it was interesting for us 
to see that the B lineage patterns of NLPHL that can be 
deduced by IGH NGS can help to discriminate NLPHL 
cases from other related disorders that – by morphologi-
cal evaluation – may occasionally pose challenges in dif-
ferential diagnosis. In our analysis, we were able to dis-
tinguish clonal T-cell/histiocyte-rich large B-cell lym-
phoma repertoires, which resemble those of DLBCL, 
from the more diverse NLPHL repertoires. Furthermore, 
DLBCL cases that transformed from NLPHL showed 
more diverse B-cell repertoires than conventional DLBCL, 
which might argue that this entity should be kept apart 
from the general category of DLCBL and would be in line 
with the frequently observed favorable outcome of these 
cases after salvage therapy.14,48 As NGS becomes increas-
ingly available, also for routine clinical applications, this 
technique could be used to support accurate discrimina-
tion between lymphoma subgroups in cases that are mor-
phologically challenging. This is especially relevant since 
these lymphomas often require different treatment 
modalities.  

In addition, we identified a B lineage pattern that was 

associated with subsequent NLPHL transformation. This 
pattern was essentially characterized by higher B lineage 
clonality and lower diversity already at the pre-transfor-
mation NLPHL stage of the disease as well as absence of 
the paradigmatic “longCDR3” IGH rearrangement. When 
studying the LP-cell clone and its intraclonal variants sep-
arately from the bulk B-cell repertoire (which also 
includes non-malignant bystander cells), we found the 
product of some sort of intraclonal diversification in the 
majority of all studied NLPHL cases both at initial diagno-
sis and at relapse/transformation. However, transforming 
cases showed a greater magnitude of intraclonal diversifi-
cation within the LP cell clone as another hallmark of this 
risk group. Collectively, these data indicate that higher 
age, IgD-negativity, high B-cell clonality with increased 
intraclonal diversification and the absence of a 
“longCDR3” LP rearrangement characterize NLPHL cases 
with a high risk of transformation to NHL. Clinically, this 
information could trigger more intense follow-up of 
patients at increased risk.  

Beyond the diagnostic perspective, evolutionary pat-
tern analysis suggested that, compared to transformed 
cases, relapsing cases more likely originated from a fully 
identical cell of origin. In transforming cases, intraclonal 
diversification was much more complex with the founder 
clones of initial diagnosis and transformation more likely 
being unrelated or separated by a sequence of mutational 
events. This, in turn, could be interpreted as higher anti-
genic selection pressure (potentially via non-Moraxella 
antigens) acting on the LP-cell clone in the cases that ulti-
mately transformed to NHL.  

Of note, our strategy to derive the malignant clone 
from bulk sequencing of paired samples has the limitation 
that, unlike microdissection, it is an indirect method that 
is open to the possibility of misinterpretation. While we 
can confidently derive the malignant rearrangement from 
overlapping identical clones with high frequencies, some 
cases are less absolute. In particular, conclusions on cases 
NLPHL34 and NLPHL41, for which we did not identify 
the LP-cell clone but suggested that the transformation 
arose from a different cell of origin, must be treated with 
care.       

Taken together, our data are strongly indicative of a 
pathophysiological role of antigens in driving lymphoma-
genesis and transformation in NLPHL. They provide bio-
logical insight into the cell of origin underlying relapse 
and transformation. Moreover, our data support the diag-
nostic value of NGS in this type of lymphoma to substan-
tiate the diagnosis in unclear cases and to predict the risk 
of transformation.  
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